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Rotation of superfluid He-8 in a magnetic field enhances the coupling of the nonzero-mJ substates of the real squashing collective mode to the zero sound, and the fivefold line splitting becomes observable even when H is parallel to 0 and to the direction of sound propagation. Equilibrium vortex lattices and vortex-free states can be distinguished by their characteristic absorption spectra. The dependence of the sound attenuation on the angular velocity in magnetic fields up to 32 mT is reported; the data are qualitatively compared with theory. In this Letter, the first zero-sound experiments in rotating He are reported. Ultrasound is a powerful probe of collective modes, arising from temporal oscillations of the 3 x 3 complex order-parameter matrix, which characterizes the superfluid He. The possible modes can be classified according to the total angular momentum quantum number J, which may have values 0, 1, or 2.
When the temperature-dependent frequency of a mode in the superfluid approaches that of the zero sound, the imaginary J =0 mode, an attenuation peak is observed in the absorption spectrum. We have investigated the real J =2 mode, also called the real squashing (rsq) mode.
At rest, with no magnetic field or with H~O aligned parallel to the direction of sound propagation, defined by the wave vector q, the rsq mode gives rise to one intense attenuation peak only, located at @coo=(8/5) I d, ; here 6 is the isotropic energy gap in He-8 and fo =coo/2tt is the frequency of the zero sound. All five substates, with mJ = + 2,~1,0, can be observed when H deviates from the direction of q. ' We find that rotation of the He-8 sample changes the coupling strengths of the substates: The mJ + 2, + 1 side peaks become visible even when Hllq. The intensities of the peaks vary with angular velocity. The zero sound also proved to be sensitive to diff'erent orderparameter distributions in He-8: When vortices were created in the sample, the ultrasonic absorption spectrum was radically different from that observed when a vortex-free Aow state was formed instead. In the experimental cell, we have two A-cut quartzcrystal transducers with the fundmental frequency of f~= 8.895 MHz, 4 mm apart; the sound propagates along Q, the axis of rotation. The cylindrical ultrasonic chamber, with a radius R=3 mm, has smooth quartz surfaces, and it is connected to the rest of the He sample only through small holes in its side wall. The transmitting crystal was excited by a pulse whose duration was 5 or 12 @sec. A dual-line phase-sensitive detector decomposed the received signal into its 0' and 90 components, from which the attenuation, h, e, and the phase of the signal were extracted.
During experiments the temperature of the superAuid was allowed to drift slowly, thereby bringing the various substate frequencies to resonance with the zero sound.
Usually the fifth harmonic, at f&=44.7 MHz, was employed to measure the ultrasonic attenuation properties 620 1989 The American Physical Society of He-8 at p =3.2 bars; experiments were made also at 6.5 and 11.5 bars, with the higher harmonics f7=62.6 MHz or f9=80.6 MHz.
Spectra of the type that we denote by V, shown in Fig.   1 , with the mJ =0 and IJ =+1 resonances merged into a prominent peak at the center and the side peaks barely separating, were invariably and exclusively encountered when the rotation was started before the sample had been cooled to the 8 phase. This procedure is believed to create an equilibrium vortex lattice, and we thus identify the V spectrum with a vortex state. The reproducibility of the peak heights and their separations was better than 5% from one cooldown to the next.
When rotation was started well below T"another equilibrium state emerged, with equal stability (changes & 5%); the received signal of this type, VF, is shown in Fig. 1 . The side peaks now couple more strongly to the zero sound than in the V state, while the intensities of the center peaks decrease. The separation of the clearly visible side peaks in the VF spectrum is increased by 10% with respect to that in the V state. The VF spec- )0. 9 rad/sec, the VVF spectra did not appear, nor did they at elevated pressures.
The resonance frequencies of substrates in the rsq mode are given in the limit of high H (~50 m T) by the formula 2r(cu') dco(r) R Br
(2) at the applied angular frequency co'. For Eq.
(2) to be valid, the wavelength of the zero sound, k =2rr/q, must be significantly shorter than the magnetic healing length gH, over which the direction of h can change appreciably. This condition is fulfilled in our case: X=5 pm while gH =1 mm, at p =3.2 bars and fr=44. 7 MHz.
The intensity of a resonance peak is given by the product of P(ca') and the coupling strength of the appropriate mode in He-8 to the zero sound. For the rsq mode, the coupling has been proposed to arise from a small part- In the local oscillator approximation, the intensity of a resonance peak is proportional to the spectral densi- tion speeds (Il =5 rad/sec), tlat h is approached; the latter situation is met at lower velocities when the pressure is reduced, since the dipolar velocity becomes smaller. Nearly parabolic behavior can be expected at p =11. 5 bars with I) -0-2.5 rad/sec, while at p=3.2 bars, qJ h is reached at low velocities and Aa saturates. ' For the extrema, the theory of the homogeneous state accounts well for the mutual ordering of the side peak intensities, even when only the particle-hole-asymmetry factor is considered; for small angles between q and h, the intensities of the IJ substates decrease as 0 + 1 -1 +2 -2, while for large angles ( & 60 ) the mJ =+2 component dominates. In the sta-
